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Abstract
Maps shading terrain as if illuminated by a point light source (i.e. hill-shading) are
commonly used in cartographic displays. These hill-shaded maps are especially important
for representing mountainous areas, due to the rapid variations in the orientation of
terrain elements. Although these hill-shaded maps reveal the coarser landforms and the
finer texture of the terrain, they can be enhanced to reveal additional detail with
numerous methods.
This paper discusses three methods to enhance such maps. The first technique varies the
luminosity of colors based on the aspect of the terrain. Colors are selected in an elliptical
pattern in hue-saturation-value (HSV) color space such that terrain facing opposite
directions will show variations in luminosity. These colors are then combined with
shading from a point illumination source. This illumination model is designed to
complement the colors of varying luminosity. Resulting displays reveal subtle terrain
features not apparent with hill-shading alone. This is especially apparent for terrain
elements oriented parallel to the direction of illumination.
The second methodology illuminates terrain with multiple light sources. These
illuminants are from numerous directions and are of varying intensity. In this work, the
lighting model approximates diffuse illumination distributed across a virtual sky. The
resultant renderings contain soft shading and shadows which provide useful visual cues to
the relative height of terrain. With this model, the terrain appears as if viewed on a cloudy
day. Details are also revealed beneath what otherwise would be harsh, black shadows that
occur with default geographic information system (GIS)-based shading and shadowing
algorithms.
The third technique captures local variations in curvature. Maps of curvature can be
displayed in grayscale in a manner consistent with diffuse illumination models. These
maps can then be displayed over hill-shaded maps to highlight trends associate with rapid
changes in curvature. The resulting maps can highlight areas of plan or profile curvature,
related to areas of rapid change in aspect and slope, respectively. Examples of the use of

such maps would be for detailing trends in geomorphologic features such as drainages
(with planimetric curvature) and more resistant rock layers (with profile curvature).
In addition to revealing or highlighting more detail, all of these techniques represent
alternatives to common hill-shaded maps. Such techniques provide the map designer
more options for creating visually interesting maps based on physical properties of the
sky and terrain.
Introduction
Hill-shading is an effective technique to give a two dimensional (2D) map of terrain a
three dimensional (3D) appearance (Robinson, 1995, Slocum, 2008). This is generally
achieved using a single point source of illumination with techniques is similar to that first
computer automated at the advent of computer mapping (Yoeli, 1967, Brassel et al.,
1974, Peucker et al., 1974). For gridded terrain data, the cosine of the angle between a
surface normal vector and a vector representing the illumination direction defines the
gray value of each surface unit (Horn, 1982). Such hill-shading gives maps a richly
textured appearance, but such maps also tend to have similar appearances, and generally
make little effort to highlight areas of particular interest.
Objectives
Each methodology described in this paper has a different objective based on what
subtleties in the terrain the mapmaker is attempting to highlight. The luminosity
technique’s objective is to overcome some of the ambiguity
present in all hill-shaded maps (Kennelly and Kimerling,
2004). This methodology incorporates colors that vary with
aspect into layer tints to add visual cues to hill-shaded maps.
These cues are designed to clarify the orientation of surfaces
that are shaded the same, as in Figure 1. The color scheme is
also designed to complement—not replace—variations in
brightness resulting from hill-shading. The variations in color
luminosity create a weak shading effect from the northeast,
while hill-shading uses illumination from the northwest.
The diffuse illumination technique’s objective is to more
Figure 1: An eight-sided
effectively use soft shadows to provide visual cues of local
pyramid hill-shaded from
the northwest (from
relief. In general, cartographers working with terrain data
Kennelly & Kimerling, 2004) dislike shadows, as they are cast from some distance and
have no relationship to the local terrain (Imhof, 1982). In essence, shadowing can mask
detailed areas of hill shading. This method uses soft shadows which would result from
theoretical diffuse illumination of terrain, so that a visual cue is present without any
surfaces being entirely masked (Kennelly and Stewart, 2006).

The curvature technique’s objective is to highlight areas
of rapid change in slope and aspect by calculating the
associated second derivatives for the terrain model, and
then using these grayscale curvature maps to highlight
hill-shaded maps (Kennelly, 2008). This technique seems
especially effective when local geological variations in
slope or aspect are important, such as rock strata more
resistant to erosion and drainages, respectively.
Metholology
Figure 2: The Hue-SaturationValue color model (from
Kennelly & Kimerling, 2004).

Figure 3: Luminosity of the HSV
color model (from Kennelly &
Kimerling, 2004).

Figure 4: Aspect-variant
luminosity colors used in Figure
6 (from Kennelly & Kimerling,
2004).

For the luminosity technique, we use the Hue-SaturationValue (HSV) color model to create our displays. The HSV
color model is perceptually based and can thus be thought
of as similar to an artist’s palate. Changes in hues are
equivalent to changes around a color wheel or across the
spectrum. Saturation is the richness of the color, varying
from weakly saturated pastels to strongly saturated
primary colors. Value is a measure of brightness, so that,
for example, green can vary from a grass to a forest green.
The HSV color model is presented as Figure 2.
Although an intuitive system, the V of the HSV color
model is not a true measure of a color’s lightness or
luminosity (Slocum 2008; Brewer 1994). White alone has
a luminosity of 100 percent, but all colors are included in
the V- equals-to-hundred-percent slice of the HSV
color model. We map luminosity throughout the HSV
model using a color transform in Adobe Photoshop
(Adobe Systems, Inc. 2002), and use changes in
luminosity to select aspect-variant colors, highlighting
surface features not apparent with hill-shading alone
(Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows five different color schemes used for
layer tinting. We begin with an aspect-invariant green tint
represented by the square symbol and labeled “a.”
Polylines around this point are labeled “b” through “e.”
These labels are used in Figure 6 and indicate the location
in HSV space of the colors used to tint aspects of
hemispheres and terrain. Each larger outline represents
increased changes in luminosity and saturation using our
technique. Each polyline contains eight points

representing the aspect-variant colors. The eight classes each represent 45˚ of aspect. The
aspect color to the northeast is always the most luminous and the aspect color to the
southwest is the least.
Colors with less saturation represent a northwest aspect and colors with more saturation
represent a southeast aspect. The less saturated colors in the direction of hillshading
complement shading. Although colors along this dashed line can be the same hue, they
are different colors because they have different saturations. North, south, east, and west
colors are selected intermediate to these four points along each of the polylines.
For the diffuse illumination technique, the problem of diffuse illumination is approached
by first mapping points of illumination to the sky. We determine which grid cells are
visible from selected directions in the sky.
With Geographic Information Systems (GIS), we can create a shaded and shadowed grid
for any selected direction of point source illumination. We will borrow an approach from
the field of computer graphics and will model the sky illumination as a set of point
sources scattered across the sky (e.g., Watt 1999). By summing weighted contributions
from all the scattered point sources, we achieve an approximation of the uniform diffuse
illumination, which provides more cues to relative surface elevation.
We represent the sky as a hemisphere, and a point source in a
particular direction as a point on the hemisphere. The point
sources are distributed upon the hemisphere at regular
intervals of aspect and inclination. Figure 5 shows a regular
distribution of point sources at 15° spacing in both azimuth
and inclination. To determine the weights of the point
sources, we use the GIS to render the grid under each point
source, separately. Each grid cell is weighted according to
the corresponding point source weights and summed to
Figure 5: The distribution
of lights used for diffuse
illumination (from
Kennelly& Stewart, 2006).

produce a grid that is shaded and shadowed under uniform
diffuse illumination.

For the curvature technique, two different types of curvature
are used. Profile curvature is measured along the direction of maximum slope. If slope is
the first derivative of a terrain model with respect to z, then profile curvature would be
the second derivative. Planimetric (plan) curvature is measured perpendicular to the
direction of maximum slope, and would also represent a second derivative of the terrain
model.

The resulting curvature maps are displayed with shades of gray that are consistent with a
diffuse illumination model. They are then combined with traditionally hill-shaded maps
to provide highlights associate with areas of rapid change in slope or aspect. Locations
with numerous large-scale features with numerous rapid changes in slope and aspect will
be most effectively displayed with profile and plan curvature, respectively.
Results
The luminosity technique is
applied to a 30 meter Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) portion
of
Glacier
National
Park,
Montana, USA in Figure 6, using
the colors indicated in Figure 4.
The left column of Figure 6
shows the DEM with layer tinting
only. Because Figure 6a is aspect
invariant, all terrain is assigned the
same green color. With Figures
6b-6e, changes become more
pronounced
between
aspect
directions
with
increased
separation of color on the V = 100
percent slice of the HSV color
cone.
The right column of Figure 6
shows these same color schemes,
now varying V with hill-shading
from the northwest. The least
saturated colors representing the
northwest aspect will generally
correspond to the areas of highest
V from hill-shading. The most
saturated colors representing the
southeast aspect will generally
correspond to the areas of lowest
V from hill-shading.
Figure 6: A portion of Glacier National Park, Montana
shaded with aspect-variant luminosity (from Kennelly &
Kimerling, 2004).

Some topographic details are highlighted with aspect-variant luminosity that were not
apparent on traditional hill-shading. Most of these are valleys in areas of gentler slope
oriented parallel to the direction of illumination.
The diffuse illumination technique is applied to a 28 meter DEM of the Schell Creek
Range of eastern Nevada. We use this model because the range has valleys of various
widths and orientations. We use a vertical exaggeration of five times to highlight
shadows. To create the diffuse rendering, we will use the technique described above with
121 point samples spaced apart (see Figure 5).
Under illumination by a
single
point
source
(Figure 7(c)), the terrain
rendering
resembles
typical hill-shaded maps
of mountainous areas. If
shadows are added to
the
point
source
illumination
(Figure
7(d)), terrain elements
that occur in this
shadowed
area
are
assigned a darker color.
Because we use a
northeast light source,
shadows occur to the
south and west of ridges.
Diffuse
illumination
shades this topography
in a much different
manner (Figure 7(a)).
This can be described as
“the less visible sky, the
darker.”
Figure 7(a) shows that
ridges are very bright
features, as most or all
of the sky will generally
be visible. Flat areas
away from the range are
Figure 7: The Schell Creek Range with diffuse and point source
illumination (From Kennelly& Stewart, 2006).

also bright, as little of the sky is obscured by topography. A wide valley, such as the
north–south trending valley within the northwestern portion of the range, will also be
relatively bright for the same reason. Narrow, more obscured valleys, however, are
darker. Figure 7(b) is a combination of diffuse illumination and point shadowing using
weights of four and one respectively, for visual comparison with Figure 7(d).
The
curvature
technique is applied
to a portion of the
Mauna
Kea
volcano,
Hawaii,
USA and the Grand
Canyon, Arizona,
USA to highlight
plan and profile
curvature,
respectively.
The
Hawaiian DEM has
a resolution of one
arc
second,
or
approximately 29.8
m.
The
Grand
Canyon DEM has a
resolution of oneFigure 8: Mauna Kea with point source illumination (from Kennelly, 2008).

Figure 9: Manau Kea with plan curvature highlights and geologic layer
tinting (from Kennelly, 2008).

third arc second, or
approximately 9.2
m. As the curvature
technique with hillshading
uses
grayscale
values
alone, layer tints are
added
to
the
enhanced
maps
based on the work
of Wolf and Morris
(1996) in Hawaii
and
Billingsley
(2000) in the Grand
Canyon.

Figure 8 is a
conventional hillshaded map of the
central portion of
the Mauna Kea
volcano on the
Island of Hawaii. It
is illuminated from
a declination of
315° (N45°W) and
an inclination of
45°, as are all
subsequent
hillshaded maps. The
map
shows
a
broadly
convex
shield volcano and
many cinder cones,
Figure 10: The Grand Canyon with point source illumination (from
Kennelly, 2008).

Figure 11: The Grand Canyon with profile curvature highlights and
geologic layer tinting (from Kennelly, 2008).

some with craters.
A
weak
radial
drainage pattern is
visible on the flanks
of the volcano.
These drainages are
not
necessarily
streams,
but
channelized areas in
which
surface
runoff may flow.
Drainages oriented
northeast
and
southwest, however,
are more apparent
than those oriented
northwest
and
southeast, a result of
the
hill-shading
phenomenon shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 9 shows the

same area in hill-shading enhanced by planimetric curvature and including layer tinting to
represent geologic units. To match patterns of terrain under diffuse illumination, the
shading is divergent; dark gray represents flat areas and white represents both concave
and convex terrain. Drainages are now well delineated in all directions.
Figure 10 is a hill-shaded map of a portion of the Grand Canyon. It includes such
features as Zoroaster Temple, Brahma Temple, Deva Temple, Sumner Butte, Hattan
Butte, and portions of Bright Angel Creek. Several variations in slope are apparent from
changes in shades of gray. The contrast is most pronounced on southeastern-facing
canyon walls opposite the illumination source.
Figure 11 shows the same area displayed as hill-shading enhanced by profile curvature
and including layer tinting to represent geologic units. The curvature information
provides more detail to the map in a manner similar to combined diffuse and directional
illumination.
Conclusions
This paper presents three automated techniques which can be used to visually enhance
hill-shaded maps. The first technique varies the luminosity of colors based on the aspect
of the terrain. This technique can be useful to distinguish subtle features, such as gently
sloping valleys, which are parallel to the direction of illumination. Opposite sides of such
a valley will be mapped with layer tints with noticeable variations in luminosity, which
are designed to complement the changes in grayscale associated with hill-shading.
The second methodology illuminates terrain with light sources from numerous directions
and with varying intensity to approximate illumination diffusely distributed across a
virtual sky. This technique is useful for steep terrain in which shadows would otherwise
obscure or mask important portions of the map. Such areas in the umbrage of steep
terrain will be softly shadowed so that underlying terrain detail remains apparent.
The third technique captures local variations in curvature and displays these with hillshading. This is most useful for identifying areas of rapid change in slope or aspect.
Geologic examples of such variations would be sedimentary strata of variable erosion
rate and surface drainages, respectively. These edges are highlighted as more continuous
and discernible features, allowing improved visualization of such geologic features.
Hill-shading is an effective technique for representing 3D terrain on a 2D map, but
conventional hill-shading may not be best designed for highlighting particular features of
interest. Cartographers might consider utilizing the information contained in terrain

models in alternative methods to enhance features of potential interest to the map maker
and user in a visually interesting manner.
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